THREE DOG-FRIENDLY TRIPS
FROM THE TRIANGLE

When you tell people you’re from North Carolina, they become lit from within.
They tell you about a magical trip through our mountains. Or how their family
travels faithfully to our beaches. “Yes, but I live in Raleigh,” I tell them. “It’s hard
to find perspective here.”
Situated hours from any mountain or coast, the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill
Triangle is populated by leafy trees and lazy hills that, while beautiful, make
it hard to breath. There are few mile-long views that make you feel tiny and
the world seem wide. Getting out of town now and then gets your eyes off
of what’s pressing and back to what’s possible. Sometimes, it’s the only way
I know how to love my life again.
And if you can get out of town with your dog? Even better says a growing
group of people who see their pet as part of the clan. When setting out to
explore three perspective-getting trips from the Triangle, I insisted ours be
invited. (I also insisted that a rental big on dogs didn’t have to be short on
style.) The beauty of a good dog, like good travel, is that it ultimately brings
you home to yourself.
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